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Toye’s A Picmre Hisrory d Canada
(published by Oxford), and a brand of
skim milk powder called “MU-ko” that
was highly recommended “for all nlilk
uses” and came in handy four-quart
boxes, as well as in the more cumbersome 80-pound paqkage. A full-page ad
offered “Good Luck and Beat Wishes
for the Success of The Tamarack
Review” from the I-louse of Seagram,
and the back cover pawn, sponsored by
the Hudson’s Bay Company, war by
Tatil~k (a Musk-ox person of Bathurst
Inlet), who warned the magazine’s new
subscribers and patrons, in ,language
strongly reminiscent of Ezra Pound’s
translation of “The Seafarer,” that
There h&r In
liimlng rhe mfnd rr,w~
Longingfor lonelinus
Amid rheloyom
PwpWs throng
wYwwn
Some of the other contributors
displayed a remarkable mixture of
international-mindedness
and homegrown talent. Ethel Wiion’s
travel
memoir-short story. “On a Portuguese
Balcony,” ended with ate observation
that has echoed thmugb much Canadian
tiction, and ls also a fitting epitaph for
Ethel Wilson herself: “AU this is particularly beautiful, but I would like. now,
to return to my own country.” Next
came a short story by Brian Moore, “A
Vocation,”
in which a K&year-old
Belfast boy has day-nightmares about
his catechism classes. Vincent Tovel
wrote an article about the American
playwright Paddy Chayefsky. George
Woodcock, in hip first of many “Fiction
Chmnicles,‘! reviewed three novel: one
by Nelson A&XXI (“the current literary
hierophant of the North American
undergmund”),
one bi Simone de
Beauvoir (who exhibited “the gmy landscape of the existentialist mind’), and
one by Iris Murdoch (“one of the
younger British nrite.n who have come
recently to pubUc notice”). There were
also some poet
by Jay Macpherson,
Timothy Findley’s first published short
stoty.(“About Eftie”), and one of the
fust critical articles in English about a
young French-Canadian writer from
Manitoba named Ciabrielle Roy, written
by Alan Brown (who has since become
Roy’s translator).

ONE EV-ENINO a few weeks ago about 50
guests squeezed into Oxford University
Press’s reception foyer in Don Mills to
pay tribute to the late Tamarack Review
11956-19S2). Apart from the magazine’s
four editors - Robert Weaver, William
Toye, John Robert Colombo, and Janis
Ro.poport some of the country’s
brighten literary luminaries were there,
rubbing each other’s elbows, lighting
each other’s cigarettes, sipping thdro\m
gin-and-tonics, and nipping into the
odjocent boardroom where the cheese
and ashtrays vverearrayed on a huge oak
table rirh lion%paw feet. Arranged
alphabetically. the lit included Earlc
Birney,
Barry Callagha”,
Morley
Colhghhan. Frank Davey, Maria” Engel,
Timothy Findlcy, Phyllis Gottlieb, Joy
I:o:arva, Norman L.&nine. and that’s
only the first half of the alphabet,
It WSS a true Irish wake. There was
enough laughter and good talk and fret
drink to make everyone almost forget
that a death had recently occurred.
When re shook hands with William
Toye and offered our condolences, he
demurred: “Oh no-“*no. you mustn’t.
This is not a sad occasion at all. It’s a
happy one. The magazine has had a
good life, bm I think it ha outlived its
influence.” And continuing in this vein.
9s if he vxre taJking about dear old Aunt
Millie. he added: “I’m glad the erid
came suddenly. you know, that the poor
thing didn’t just dither away.”
Copies - we almost wrote “corpses”
-of the final issue, “umber 83/84. were
bring sold in the comer by Beth Appeldoom or Toronto’s Longhouse Bookd10p. "You knov~.” she ssid m amaze.
ment. “Sob was only going to print 150
extra copies? 1 bad to persuade him to
go moiher ZOO.SO I mild keep some in
the .t”l..”
The tnble of contents of the final issue
rtmillded us so strongly of the first that
cr found ourselves indulging in a little
noxolgio. That first issue appeaed in
the autumn of 1956, sold for $1.00 (it
~11s today for about S7.50. if you ca
find one). contained advertisements for
such things as Adele Wiseman’s Tke
Sacrifice, Ivan Owen and William
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The final issue is in many ways a
mirror of the first. George Woodcock’s
memoir, fmm his perpetual autobiography-in-progress, is about the trial of
four English anarchists in 194% two “ew
poems by Jay Macpherson are about
“Reading
Pindar”
and “Reading
Ovid”; there is a” excerpt from Timothy
Findley’s play-in-progress about the trial
of Ezra Pound in 194% and a poem by
Alden Nowlan, dedicated to Robert
Weaver. mourning .thc death of Bobby
Sands. There are also new stories by
Alice Munro (who first appeared in
Tamarack number Z), Derk Wynand,
and Margaret Alwood. And a farewell
editorial by Robert Weaver: “There may
be few today,” Weaver writes, “who remember lhat Tamamck began publishing partly bccause John Sutherland and
;his magazine NorIhern Review were
dying together. There w&a gap in the
literary scene thal we felt we ndght at
least attempt to fill:’
Weaver had
described that gap in issue number 2 (in
an essay he wrote about Sutherland and
the NorIhem Review) as “the space that
yawns between, say, the university
quarterlies and Maclean’s.” For those
of us who grew up with Tamamck.
whose lives indeed have bee” measured
by the slow accumulation of its thin
white spines on our bookshelf (until they
Anally demanded a whole shdf to themselves), its passing is like the death of an
old friend whom we had not noticed
growing old because we hpd “or noticed
ourx.lves growing old. Tamamck fdkd
the gap admirably. tilled it during what
has been the most important quartercentury in Canadian Literature. But as
Weaver writes in his farewell editorial, if
Tamamck’s parsing leaves another gap,
that too will be filled.
Talkie
over these matters during
lunch next day, Norman Levine (perhaps reminded of T.S. Eliot by the tray
of cheesesthat had been on the oak table
in OUP’s book-lined boardroom).said
that he had quoted Weaver some lines
from one of the Four Quarfe& “I think
from ‘Little Giddiw,”
he said, “Do
you remember them?
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MOTES AND COMMENTS

Joy Kogawa’s poetic narrative about the
Japanese Canadians during the Second World War
is the best first novel of 1981

THEsts~” ANNUAL
Books in Canada Award for First NowIs
-and acheque for $l,llOO- goes to JoyKogawa for Obasam,
published by Lester % Orpen Dennys. All four judges praised
Coga~a’s poetic narrative of the ew.cuation, internment, and
dispersal of British Columbia’s Japanese Canadians during the
Second World War, though the decision to award it the prize
v:as not unanimous. I” particular, George Jonas’s Final
Dxrcz (Macmillan) was a very close runner-up.
Twnty-tv:o
novels were available for consideration thii
year. one fewer than Ia%. The judges (translator and critic.
Sheila Fischman of Montreal;
nov&t Jack Iiodgins, who is
teaching English this year at
the University of Ottawa; critic
Sandra Martin of Tomnto: and
John Richardson of A Different Drummer Books in Burli”gton. Ont.) worked from a
short list prepared by Douglas
Hi, rho writes a column
about first novels for Books in
Canada. Besides Obasan and
Ffnal Decree, it included:
Sr+~m+v.
by Jim_ Christy
(Simon r2 Pierre); Sunday’s
Child, by Edward Phillips

(IiMZlelland & Stewart)); and
T& the Dealer, by
Gary Ross (McClelland &
SMX%t).
I” pa% years it has been relative4 simple to choose the
short list. This year it was not.
Therz v:ez more than a dozen
novels (add to those nominated
:
the books by Jetemy Akemm”.
Abraham ~oyarsxy. t%nca Duncan.’ Valerie Fitzgerald,
Michael Gilberf, Joseph Green, Janet Hamilton, and James
Polk) that presented solid if not unassailable credentials. But
eve” among aJl of them. Obasan stood out. Here are the
judges’ comments:

Ahqvs

Shhdh Fiscbman: Large moral and political questions me
raised by exh of the four seriouscontenders for this year’s
fmt novel awtud.(I’m leaving out .%-&hearts because it was
so abysmally written, so unrelievedly trite that I can’t understand why it ~9s eve” published, let alone included in such a
competition.) But style and effect are important too, and I
have o bias in favour of novels that are entertaining as well as
informative, challenging, or eve” outmgeous.
I ras certainly outraged by Obuw”. by the moral and political outrage it recounts, even though the shameful story was
not unfamiliar. I was deep4 moved by the chamcten IU well,

but in the end 1 believe that the novel suffers, as a work of art,
by too much documentary insistence as opposed to imagbmtive re-creation. Much of the poe$c prose was very beautiful,
and I believe the novel, as work of art rather than moral or
political indieunent. would have been better if there had been
more lyrical passages(for ttagedy may be 4ricaUy expressed as
well as beauty or joy) and fewer qiotations from documentary
SOUDX.5.

A very different world is the one depicted in Alwuys Tip the
De&r. and I confess it’s one for which I hadn’t previously
felt much interest. Nevertheless. the author succeeded i”
drawing me into the shadowy
lives of the pattiologkal or
compulsive gambler and the
other characters in their drama
with astonishing ease,‘so that, I
read vomciotts4, even learning
a tiny bit about basic gambling
practices in the process. But
that learning left me rather
quickly, as did the lives and
fates of the characters, and I
had to conclude that this was
verv lieht entertainment
ind&d. Final Decree is another
potential4 harrowing “owl,
and again, political and moral
questions wexe presented and answred - with intelligence and passion. The central
characters are well and fully
draw”, but I found the prese”tation somewhat leaden
-_
.
from a” accumulation of
detail, perhaps, or a too-conscientious attempt to render the
intricate workii of the mind of the male central character.
Toward the end I found both my patience and my interest

flaefdw.

.

Then there was Sunday’s Child, my choice as the best of
these tirst novels. I don’t choose it without some reservatiOm
the author has his central character commit a tiurdw snd the”
dispose of the corpse in a manner that I found quite unbelievable. And the fact that the murderer suffers neither punishment nor. would it seem, appmptiate remorse., was troubling.
But curiously, the very implausibility of the murder somehow
made this grave moral transgression less offehsive. I thi”k the
novel would have been improved if crbnexnd subsequent
absence of punishment had been excised. What remained,
then, would have been the bulk of this delightful novel of ma”“exs- the on4 onl, I might add, that made me laugh. The
author has a” acute ear and the proverbii acid-dipped pen is

used to tine effect. In addition, the intimate relationship beween the central character and his onbtimc lover is depicted
in a panicularly satisfying and moving way; the fact that both
paruws wxe men was neither trumpeted nor exploited. On
the other hand, some observations about other aspecls of the
far-fmm-monolithic world of homosexual men were both
enlightening and amusing.
Of the four novelists whose work I considered seriously for
thi* ward, Edward Phillips is the on: from whom I would
most expect more and even better fiction. And perhaps such
an expectation, too, is a useful criterion for making a choice
among such disparate works.
Jack K-lodgins:Sunday’s Childmade me laugh, made me tense,
made me care - an interesting study of a SO-year-old’sdisturbing confrontation with time. Of the five linalists, howvever, thl: two that offer the richest rewards (to me) are Obasan
and Fbt~lDectw. Kogawa is the more relaxed writer, allowing
her material to speak for itselfi Jonas is the more determined
w-her, carrying story, character, and reader forward on a
compelling style that permits liltle opportunity for doubt.
Both surprise, entertain, challenge. and move the reader. Each
speaks \: ith a unique and consistent voice. Asked to choose betvxcn tv:o such dissimilar novels I’d like to split the prize.
Backed into a corner and forced to choose, I’d ignore my usual
discomlort with thesis novels (where I keep hoping the protagonist rlll refuse to cooperate with the author and spoil hll
didactic plans) and vote for Final Decree - for its strong.
imaginative, and entertaining narrative drive as exemplified by
those \:onderful passages set in Transylvania.
Sondn Bi’urtln: I found thinf;s to admire in each of the five
competing novels - the pulse of Las Vegas and the minutiae
of gambling pract&s and techniques that permeated Gary
Ross’s AAwys Tip fhe Dealer, the humour and sincerity of
Edvxrd Phillips’s middle-aged establishment homosexual in
Ssnday”s C/d/d, the videotape quality of Jim Christy’s noslalpia in Streethearts - but the only serious contenders \yere
Ofwan by Joy Kogawa and Final Lkcree by George Jonas.
Both are novels of ideas, meticulously constructed and arlfully
plotted, and both rank outside the ghetto of either first novels
or Canadiana. Incidentally, on one level, each deals with
immigrants combating an alien and rigid Canadian system of
justice. At times in reading FirtalDecm I felt George Jonas
was allov.+og his characters to be stifled by his need to
prove his thesis. It didn’t diminish Jonas’s argument, but it did
reduce the book’s fictive power. I chose Joy Kogawa’s novel
be&use of its intricate mix of historical fact and lyrical form
and because of the subtlety and resiliency with which she had
drawn her charactem.
John Blchardoon: George Jonas’s Final Dewed and Joy
l:ogavx~‘s Obmm are the only serious contenders for this
year’s ward. I found the other three novels maddening and
frustrali?g. nor only because they were poorly constructed and
badly wuten at times, but because the authors exhibited no
control over their work. At times I wondered whether the resprctlve publishiog houses offered any critical suggestions on
.4fwys Tip the Dealer, with its wooden end silly dialogue, or
on StrectIwarts, with its embarrassingly simpleminded ending,
or on Sunday’s Child, whose main character dismembers a
body v.ith the dispassion of someone in The Invasion of the
Body Snatchers. Each of these novels, however, had some
moments.

The dialogue in Stinday’s Child is witty, and the characters
arc engagins. The enemy in Christy’s Streethwrtsis constantlv
high. &rykoss’s Aln%ys Tip tb; Dealer has the germ of ai
intcrestiw plot, but it is completely undermined by ill-deflned
chamctcrs. Flabby is the only word I can find to sum up these
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three books. They all seem to be drafts of novels rather than
finished works.
In the end I had difllculty choosing between Final Decree
and Obuwm. but Joy Kogawa, simply because of her maslerful
handling of the language receives my vote for the awed.
Aunl Emilysendr*letters10the Government.The Government
makes paper abphmes out of our lives and flies us out the
windows.
All the political tracts or speecherin the world cannot sum up

the poignancy or bitterness that these two ientencw achieve.
Kogaw.‘s own poetic language contrasts perfectly $th the
goyernmem’s Newspeak justifica$on of the internment of
Japanese Canadians; it enlarges the shame and horror that we
feel. It’s unfortunate that Mackenzie King isn’t able to read
this book.
1 enjoyed Jonas’s story about Kazmer Haresa, the immigrant who loses his wife and possessions to fuzzy feminism and
an intolerant judllial system, very much. The pat+ ne.ver
slackens and the dialogue is unfailingly true. But I became in-

creasingly @itared with the endless aphorisms that seem to
form anlarge part of Harcsa’s thought proczss. Although far
superior to the other three novels, Ffnal Decree did not have
pithw thr rmntinnal imoact or subtlety of Obn.
0

congratulates

Jmf KOGAWA
winner of our sixth annual
First Novel A ward

The award will be presented
in Toronto on April 26, 1982,
at a banquet to be held in
conjunction with this year’s
National Book Festival
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Being a Canadian means accepting everything the-film
world has to offer, while showing no concern
that little from one’s own country is ever to be seen

By GERALD PRATLEY
THEXAIKW,UFILMTHEATRE
in London recently held a retmspective program on Quebec fdm-maker Jean-Pierre Lefebvre.
The witer of the notes rccompan)Gtg the announcement of
this ewnt pointedly remarked that “In receot years the
Canadian industry’s bad imitations of American pot-boilers
have won.few admirers abroad. But there is another Canadian
cinema coming primarily out of Quebec.” One could add to
this that even if the pot-boilers were good imitations it is still
doubtful they should find admirers. But, strange as it may
seem, these pseudo-American films, good or bad,
do have admirers in Canada.
patticularly in the pop&
press. Dismaybtg though this
may be to many of us. the
discoursgiog fact is that many
Canadians are neither SWprlsed nor troubled to find that
most English-language feature
tibns are supposedly set in the
United States (or. like Hear&
u&s, in a never-never land
that could pass as the U.S.),
rith non-Canadian (usually
American) actors in the leading
roles and Canadians relegated
to small. supporting puts.
We hear a great deal about
;: how w are indoctrinated into
g the American way of life by the
i number of American films in
z our cinemas, by the amount of
b American prbgramming on
g Canadian radio and television,
R and bp the flood of American
= books and msgaziaes available
< in every satiety and drug sto=,
$ bookshop, and library. What no one can properly assess is the
effect this has on Canadians, pattictdarly the your&r generation. in turniy them into Americans. One hop.= t&t the very
act of living and being educated in this country would help to
offset this influence. but it is obvious there is so much that is
American-influenced and inspired in every aspect of our daii
life that Canadian chamcter and identity are all but swamped.
It is not funnywhen lawyets tell us that people arrested by the
police expect their atraignmem and subsequent trial to proceed
according to what they see on Americatr television, OF that
children goiog to school expect to find tbe Stars and Stripes in
their classroom.
Is it because Camxlians a~ so used to American film and
television that they are neither surprised nor disturbed on finding that Canadian films are American? The way people show
so little cottccrtt would seem to bear out this contention. And
fur&r. that they react with a eutain hostility to those of us

who question tbe smericanization of Canadian films, as
though the expression of these doubts is att indication of antiAmerican feeling. Tbe response is usually a defensive “What’s
wrong with being American?” or “What’s wrong with sdmiring American films?” (the impticstion being that they are
always better than Canadian pmgramming) or “We should be
grateful to have the Americans as our neighbours.”
It goes witbout saying that no sensible petson deni= or
disputes this, nor would anyotte want to see the imposition of
wtttmls (which would be unworkable anyway) on the amotmt
of American material available
in this country. But why does
tbis admiration of American
fhs
and televisiott always
seem to preclude the accept-,
axe of, and to deny the reality
of. anything Canadian? It is
one of the penalties we pay for
our gmdy acceplance of au
things Ant&can that we have
lost much of our feelblg of
what being Canadian really
means. How far we have lost
this is shown bt our ready
aeecptaoce of the true-bbt2
portrayah of Ameticatt society
in American films to the axtent
that, having so submerged our
thoughts and feelbtgs about
anything Canadian, OUTcountry is no longer considered
worth depictittg in the form of
subject, place, or presence in
the cbtema or on television.
’ To ask or to expect our producers to .make
fh
.. Canadian
_. .
_.
that are set in and identify this mutttry (as au American tilms
identify their place of action and the backgrounds of their
characters), with our actors poaraybtg Canadians. is to make
oneself seem rather quaint and ridicttlotts. Who needs Canada
on the screen? The academics of the &tuna courses. the
c&m&s
and reporters, tbe politicians in the provincial and
federal govemm ems -all seem to think it is out of tbe tange
of their concents to even ask for such a reasonable state of
affairs. Bveo worse, just to discuss the matter would make
them seem petty-minded, smal-town, less international in
outlook. and,.bewett forbid, m?fiondLvtic. Being a Canadian
means being broad-minded ettottgb to @cceptevetythbtg the
world has to offer, while showing no conean whatsoever over
the fact that little from one’s own country is to be seen.
All of this is most comforUng to our producers, of course,
who in the past tbtee years or so have managed to make more’
tbatt Xl0 featur&ogtb ftis with pseudo-Ante&m back-

_Y._.~-_.E..--.-.-c~

wounds in their race to reach for the pot of gold that glimmers
in the American marketplace. They have gone arrogantly forward, aided and abetted by the Canadian Film Development
Corporation and the government’s tax allowance plan, in de
nyiw the existence of this country in the films they cell Canadian. Their justification for doing this is to make money, and a
fev: of their ill-conceived projects have been successful in the
United States and Europe. But for every one that succeeds,
there must be 10 that have never seen the light of a commercial
cinema screen,
No one obJefts to pmducers making decent profits fmm
decent pictures. This is the only way they can stay in business
and continue to make tilms. But there are very real grounds on
vihich to object to their making personal profits (as most have
done) by making films at the taxpayers’ expense that have
nothing to do with Canada, and which all too often lose the
money invested in them by others. The producers (who are
more akin to hustlers than the serious producers one finds in
Los Angeles and Europe) claim they give work to Canadian
technicians, the laboratories, and film-makers. They certainly
aren’t giving work to our actors, who must stand aside for
Americans who in most cases are no more “box-office magic”
than many of our lesser-known but far mm talented performers - actors who remain unknown because our producers
do not provide them with opportunities.
But rhat does it profit creative peoplc.to work on dreadful
horror films and similar inanities that have no relevance to
their life or their society? This is precisely where Quebec tilmmakers have the adventage over their counter-parts in the rest
@fCanada. They know who they are., what they are saying,
and the lives they are depicting. As a result, Quebec has
established its separate identity through the cin&oa.
AUfilm-makiry is creative, and all film-makers take pride in
their v!ork. Most of them would like this work to reveal
something about who they are and what the background to
their lives is. This seldom happens in Canadian fhs. The producers deny them the opportunities that Quebec film-makers
have because they cltim that, as we are first cousins to the
Americans and speak the same language, our fUms should be
like theirs. This is nowense. Canada has much to portray that
would be appealing. if well made, to English-speaking audicnces everywhere, just as the Australians have shown us fascinatbtg glimpser of their life and history. Can any producer
prove that Meatb&wvould have been any lass successful in the
U.S. had it contained a few matter-of-fact Canadian referenw? Did Middle Age Crazy have to be set in Houston? Did
The Chm&it~g (filmed in Vancouver) have to pretend the setting was Seattle? Did Thresholdhave to be set in Washington?
One could go on and on.
It is perverse the way audiences accept the qremise that
American films will naturally be American, that if a film is
French then it will be about France - and the seme for German, Russian, British, Italian, or Swdiih films. But when one
expects that Canadian films should be about Totinto, Hamilton, London, Calgary, Edmonton, and plaws between and
beyond. cith references to our police forces, newspapers,
schools, shops, politics, streets, and buses, such hopa are met
eith a stex that soggests soch activitiu in a Canadian setting
v:ould have no interest to anyone. Yet when good Canadian
tilms do appear and are given the opportunity to reach audiences - films such es Goin’Down the Road and Outmgeous
- the public responds as if awakened fmm a trance to a Canadian reality that makes interesting screen material. Unfortunately. theR are so tiny few genuine Canadian films in
English that the spark of interest is quickly extinguished.
To add to our bcvdldenaent we now have Canadian films
that wre not made here and have nothing tc-do with this
country. Columnists and television repotters now are proudly
refening to “the Canadiin fdm” Adantic City (formerly

Adamic City U.S.A.), which has been nominated for ao
Academy Award, and Quast for Fire, an expensive oddity
about pre-historic man that comes to us as a France-Canada
co-production. There is very little about these films (and there
are others) that is Canadian, other than the money invested in
them. Does the fact that they were paid for entirely or in part
~o~~~an
banks and investment houses make them
The supporters of this commercial huckstering claim that
Hollywood companies invest money in films made abroad that
are not American. Sometimes they do, but Americans always
have the interests of America at heart, and such films are never
without creative oarticioation by Americans. Furthermore,

countries ttiat edoy steady production of indiious motion
pictures can afford, in the cultural as well as financia~sense.
the make some films that are not preoccupied with themselves.
Canada has no indigenoos films except for those made in
Quebec, so how are we to find 6ny satisfaction in such movies
as Adanlic City and Questfor Fire?The cynics will argue that
what is important is that the films wm made. but this is too
glib a reply. At this level, we could go on forever malting tibns
that have nothing to do with the country that paid for them.
Motion pictures mean much more than this, and money is
not always the deckling factor in determining the nationality
of a film. An American company might, for example, finance
entirely the making of a film of Mordeeai Ricbler’s St.
Vrbain’s Homman (a much bandied-about possibility), shot
in Montreal, written and directed by a Canadian, with Caoadian actots and technicians. Thii, quite simply, would he a
Canadian film. But why should we expect an Americen cornpaoy to do this? Why don’{ we have enough desire and detw
mination to do it ourselves, for our own sense of well-be@?
Because the moneymen in OUTfilm industry have no fahh in
this country, no vision and no imagination, and the CFDC
does nothing to change this dismal state of affairs.
Mentioning Richler’s book brings us to another of our
continual frustrations over film-making in this country. The
producers are forever quick to excose their non-Canadtm
. films on the grounds that we have “no writers” and no storia
to tell. This. of course. onlv confiis our susoicions that thcv
are incapable of readi&, oionly read their be& bala&es. Thi
pages of this journal and the hook-review sectiowof the daily
newspaper are filled, month after month with reviews of
Canadian novels and works qf non-fiction, most of which,
even if not great literature. would make splendid fihns. These,
together with the many Canadian plays being staged today,
could provide a steady flow of small. intimate, inexpensive;
important films that would please audiences in cinemas and on
television, and provide as with a visual record of our times past
and present.
books are Ulmed1 &zh as Margaret Atwood’s Svrfcbg and
Hugh MacLennan’s Two Solitudes - and the oroducers
dist&t them by using non-Canadian actors. If there is
anythiw positive about Surfbernnit is that the fh oroves that
Canadi&s and Americans are noi the same. The usi of Joseph
Bottoms and Kathleen BeUercmsw a good deal of damage to
the essential Canadian quality of the story. They were out of
place aod.out of their depth. But among the reviewers only
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James Bcveridge on TV Ontario pointed out. in his mild and
malter-of-fact manner, that the characters they played were
definitely not Canadians in the same sense that R. H. Thom50” and Mxgaret Dny were very clearly native to the story.
Will this situation ever change? It has not changed over 80
years of motion picture histpry. Will pay-TV bring about a
new b&tning? The applicants for licences are falling over
themselves promising Canadian movjes, just as the television
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operators promised Canadian programs, which have never
materialized. One would have to be an incurable optimist to
believe them. The situation will not change_until people of
vision, courage, and bdief in this country are given the opportonily to run the CFDC, the NFB, the CBC - and when
private enterprise comes to understand that it cannot go on
living hiih from paying low prices for American pm
gramming. 0

FEATURE REVIEW

The year’s drama publications range from a
humorous portrayal of Lizzie Borden
to a perceptive portrait of ‘Mackenzie King

By RICHARD

L.a*T ~~A*
in this annual rev&v of
drsmo publishing. I cautioned that our
theaues. and the plays being written for
them, rere treading dangerously close to
damaging commercialism. While that
still appears to be ttue to some extent,
and v;hile publishers continue to face
restricted tinancing, this past ye&
plays and books related to our thcatre
show fev: signs of an overwhelming
search for the fiithy lucre. A large proportion of the published scripts consists
of serious. imaginative attempts to deal
with r~xardittg topics, and the plays are
complemented by a body of historical,
analytical. and critical works.
Among the most appealing is Blood
Relolions ond Other Plays, 8 collection
of three of Sharon Pollock’s dratttaz
published by Edmonton’s Newest
Press, and cuefully edited by Diane
Besrai - the same editor who gave us
the Prairie Performance anthology last
year. The title play of the volume is an
often humorous, occasionally frightetting work that has alrettdy seen prodw
tions in Edmonton. Toronto, Montreal,
and 0ttav.a and is likely to see nwre.
Though it is about Lie Borden. this is
no idle toying with the gory details of
murder. Shortly after the action opens in
1902, Lizzie’s actress friend casually tells
her of some children she saw skipping
rope to “Lizzie Borden took an axe”:
then she gradually comes round to asking: “Lb&. Lizzie . . . did you?” She
and the audience never do fti out, but
as Bessai says in ha brief, incisive intmdoction, v:e discover reasons Lizzie
might v:ell have done so - and with

PLANT

justification. For in the play-within-aplay that follows we return to 1892, with
Lizzie playing the family maid and the
actress performing Lizzie2 role, to meet
a fiery, witty young woman whose
complexity of character and strength
make her a misfit to those around her,
and dangerously uncontrollable within
the restrictive mores of the time. For
some dramatists the play-within-a-play
is merely a self-conscious framing
device. But Pollock’s is att integral part
of ha dmmatic expression. It plays on
the delicious ambiguity of “Lizzie, Lizzie . . . did you?” to reveal a rich interweaving of individual perceptions,

leeend, and relative fact that make up
the L&ii Borden reality.
Space does not pemtit much comment
on the other two plays in the volume.
One Tiger 10 a Hill, inspired by a 1975
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hostage-taking in a British Columbia
prison. explores how -a bureaucratic
maze conspires with individual irresponsibility and complex social demands to
destroy people. Genemlions,a play that
has met a bit ofcritical intolerance when
performed, is an emotional drama&ation of the tensions amfiscd in three
generations of a family by their conflie
tbtg plans for their heritage farm.
Criticized as kitchen-sink drama and
dich8, its very strength, which is cottsiderable, Iiis in the play’s accurate dcpie
tion of events that happen over and over
again in all parts of Canada with only,
the external circumstances changed.
These latter two plays do not quite
come ttp to the standard set by Blo6d
Rekafions but along with her earlier
Walsh and The Koma~afa Maru In&
dent, to mention only two. they con
prise a body of work worthy of serious
study. For a decade Sharon Pollock has
cteated cottsistetttly satisfying work,-and
gives evidence of not only continuing to
do so, but also of writing with overincreasing skill.
TALONBOOKS.
OURleading drama publisher, has ridden through its ups and
downs over the years. Although this is
not truly a down year, Talon has only
managed four titles (with another just
ready for rcloase). compared to 1980,
when it published nine. The Twilighl
Dltttter and Olher Plays continues
Talott’s attempt to include writers from
outside Canada in its list. Lennox
Brown, a Trinidad-born playwright, is a
welcome addition. The three short plays
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mont, attack each oth@r’s failures and
the fourth sister, who is happily and pmcreatively married to a” Italian gardens
in St. Leonard, the aahhesis of Outremont. The play is heavy-handed in its
analogy, but speaks clearly and fox@fully to many in Twmblay’s audienec.
As well the witty dialogue and character
portrayal EOM close to making the play
suc@e+ful in broader terms.

in this volume are generally unknown,
but should not be. and should draw a”
audience esprcially ln urban ar@aswhere
the issues he writes about r@c@iv@
a
higher protile.
The other three ‘Talon plays ar@ by
biichel Tremblay, o”c@ again in very
playable translations by John Van Bur@k
rho.
like other translators, rarely
receives the wdit he deserves. None of
these plays equals Trembkiy’s earlier
v;ork - they tend to be offshoots either
in subject, character, DC style of plays
akcady written - but each is worth the
time spent in reading.
Saint@Caarmenof the Main. tirst produced in 1976, is a poetic as well as
dr”matic statement of the return of
Carmen (one of the sisters in Forewr
I’orrrs. Ifarie-Lou) fmm Nashville to
the Main in Montreal. With her she
brings a “@w vitality and a program of
~““8s witten in French that she hopes
v;ill sprak directly to her audience. They
do. but so directly that she is a threat to
the old order on the Main: Gloria. a
singer of Latin-America” songs, and the
Rlatia-like “v:“@rsof the clubs. Hems,
Carmen
must be destroyed
by
Toothpick, a hired assassin. As the play
ends, Gloria, “with bananas on her

head.” has made a comeback to her
“South-American” fans on the Main.
The political
analogy is clear,
although Tremblay has said that mm@
audiences fail. to see that Carmen, who
dress and sings in an alien countr$and4estem
style, is not Quebec’s
saviour. She is only one step in the directionaf freedom for Quebec.
The poetic experiments (a chorus.
long poems as speecha, and Tr@mblay’s
usual metaphoric language) are taken
further in Dam”&
Manon Saw&
Sandra wvherc the obJessiv@ly‘devout
Manon (from MarieLou)
and the
transtistite Sandra (fmni Hosunncr)
carry
on ironically
interwove”
monologues that juxtapose sex and
religion. the profane and the saaed, the
damned and the saved. But poetic
monologue and dialectic are not enough
to keep us engaged. The play suffers
fmm not having a dramatic force to
drive the words and characters along.
The Impromptu of Outmmoat brings
together for their annual “impmmptu”
four Beaugrand sisters who gr@wup in
Outremont. Compliments tly when the
quality meet. as it rv@r@..
so there are
, fu@works qnd the three unhappy sisters,
who have remaitied trapped in Outre
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OUTSIDE OP publishing,
1981 was
highlighted by the exhilarating Toronto
Theatre Festival, by a conference in
Saskstoon that brought together soomc
200 stage pmf&sionals,
practising
critics, academics, and others, and by
Stratford, in the aftermath of its dir@*
torlal/administrative wrangle. mountln8
a first&ate Coriofanus and an ensemble
triumph, if nothing else, ln Wild Gafs.
The autumn gave evidence that our
theatre r@s”urc@swere tired, but since
then they have remver@d and U@ “nce
again pnerating excitement.
The results of such events - confidenee in our professionals, mutual
r@sp@ctam”“8 various l”t@rd@p@“d@“t
seEtots in the theatre and related work
- ax by nature difticult to see immediately. However, s”me of,the the scripts

edited by Richard Price

CanadianJwmal OFpOli~ical8cimcs
1979lrecondpdnting 19801.pt~.202 88.95

!3aryCallaghan
“Theseare stories of power. humour
and beauty No one should missthe
opportuniry of reading them:
Trmothyfindly S15.95hb

“The most astounding@inventive
novaI rve conx acmss in a long,
long time:’
r&v YorkTimesBook Review
59.95pb

a raw, powerfulrevelationof life for two
from the Toronto The&e Fe&al have
retarded young lovers and a young marahzady made it into print. Undoubtedly,
people must he looking forward to .,. ried couple, their almost equally slowwitted friends. Thompson is amazingly
olhm - for instance. the highly suecompassionate at the same time as she
cessful Tarnam. In -the meantime,
graphically and unremittingly depicts the
Playwrights Canada has among its more
crude fulfilment of the urges, moslly
than 30 scripts George Walker’s Theatre
sexual, that drive the characters, and the
of lhe Film Noir, a” underground, aftertragic results as one couple kills its own
hours Festival hit. One ca” see why, for
baby. Clearly this playwright has onusthe play is light-hearted and devoid of
ual potential and must be encouraged.
pretensions to being anything other than
Playwrights Canada also brings us a
a delightful spoof of Second-Worldtranslation by Marc G&liias of Robert
War-spy-adventurdove films.
Gurik’s 1968Hamlet, Prince of Qu6br.c.
Marc Diamond’s The Z&y&fact. a”
a barbed rendition of Shakespeare in
&gi”gly
comic depiction of the
which Hamlet is Quebec, his father’s
gencration now in its 40s and its -offghost is Charles de Gaulle, Claudius is
spring, features a psychologist mother.
The English, Polonius is Lester Pearson.
a” overall-clad, basement-dwelling
Ophelia is Jean Lesage, and Laertes is
father (both of whom spent their forTrudeau. Though the political analogy is
mative years in communes), their Punk
strained, the nature of the satire is
poet so” Ziggy. his New Wave friend
shown in Rosencrantz and Guildenstem
Moon, and Val. an artist who’s intn
who, as the B and B Commission, speak
painting in the air. The play can hardly
alternately French and English, and in.
help being a bit bizarre, yet Diamond’s
Hamlet’s tines that end the play: “My
comic touch balances the criticism imdeath must serve those who follow on . .
plicit in the piece with a zaniness that is
. Wve le Q&bee libre. ”
refreshing.
Playwrights Canada has also published two plays by Allan Stratton:
THrnB AR6 ONLY some of the 50 or so
Rexy. which has wo” a Chalmers award,
plays published over the yeai. but there
and Norse Jane Goes lo Hawail. Nume
was activity in other axeas, too. CanJune is a clever farce, with substance
adian Theam Review, which last year
enough to create some poignant. affectprovided us with the third volume of
i”g moments, so it is not surprising that
Canada’s Lost Pkzys, admirably edited
it is proving a popular play across the
by Anton Wagner, has this year pubcountry. Ruru. the more significant of
lished Canada’s Playwighb: A Bloylthe two. is alsoclever comedy, but offers
phical Guide.‘Edited by Don Rubin and
a perceptive portrait of Mackenzie King
Allison
Cranmer-Byng, this is a valuable
in the bargain. One of the pleasures of
reference book with biographical
Ray is how lightly Stratton touches on
outlines and bibliographies for 70 Canavarious aspects of King’s character, yet
dian playwrights.Such a study has long
how clearly he reveals the cmnplexity of
bee” needed and CTR deserves credit for
the ma”.
providing us with essential tools again,
for this work joins the familiar annual
WEMIOHTPAUSBfor a moment to draw
Canada o” Stage, the 1981-ZCanadian
attention to the fact that a full 10 years
ThePIn Checkllsl and A Directory of
ha& passed since Playwrights Canada
Csnadlan The&e Schools 19111-2.
was founded BSthe Playwghts Circle.
CTR has also published Stage Lefl:
To mark the occasion, Playwrights has
Canadian The&e lo the Thhllu, by
published a handsome, illusvated
Toby Ryan, a strong figure in the 1930s
catalogue containing a” annotated list of
Yorkers’ Theatre movement, as was her
titles. biographical sketches of the
husband. Oscar, one of the miters of
playwrights. a list of other publishers
Eight Men Speak. By tracing her own
and thcatre resources, a very brief
career through the years, she provider us
history of the orgqdzation. and descrip
with anecdotes, descriptions of the
tic.116
of the services it pmvidea. Over the
establishment of scvcml Workcrs’ Theayears. it has rendered immeasurable sextres, deazriptionsof indiitidual produe
vice to our theatm community, no mattions and their critical response, and
ter how hard the going was. This year’s
onnmentary on various theatres’ aims.
Here is a wealth of information essential
titles must bring to nearly 500 the scripts
it has published.
for an understandingof what was hap
Undoubtedly the co-op’s greatest co”pening at the time..
tributio” has bee” in printing and otherMary B. Smith’s history of theatre in
wise aiding new playwights. Thii yearis
Saint John, N.B., Too Soon the Curtain
no exception, for as well as Diamond
Fell (Brunswick Press), outlimes a
and Stratton (he has q”ly one earlier
theatre traditfori sIretching back into the
play printed), Judith Thompson makes
1700s. Most scholars arc firmly convinced on strong evidenccthat all Canaher fiit appearance. Her Crackwalker is
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dian communities have such a tradition
xoitinp to be uncovered. No one can
owcstimate the positive effect the
publication of similar regional hlltories
rould have on our theatre environment.
I look ionvard to the day when we all
say with pride that there is a Canadian
theure tradition, instead of through
ignorance denying its possibility.
The Writer’s Development Trust also
hai a book that will prove useful chiefly
to primary and secondary schools. Spotlight on Dnmn, “a teaching and re-

source guide to Canadian plays,” offers
a very brief overview of Canadian
theatre history, commentary on contemporary drama arranged by geographical
area, and notes and suggestions on
Canadian plays for classroom study.
The sketchiness of the book is mildly
troubling, as an some notable omissions
among the lists of resources. but the Factual details are accurate, and the overall
achievement should be a welcome addition to a teacher’s Library.
mically,
only one non-Canadian

publishllg house has brought out
anything related to Canadian theatre,
and that is ‘Rvayne with Geraldine
Antbony’s Gwen R&wood. Largely a
biographical study, the book is tbomagh
in tradng the development of Gwen
Ringwood’s Fascinating, long, and oFten
successful career in out theatre.
In all, the year’s publlsbibtgis satisfying, and attests to the strength of cotnmltment possessed by people in the vatious sectors OFour theatre. Because we
again have challenging plays by new

In 10 years of publishing and
promoting scripts, Playwrights Canada
has put 500 plays between boards

THISSPRINO.for the first time, tbm
will be a Governor General’s Award
ior the best published play of the
year. Theoretically, dramatic writing
has always been in the running For
the avwd (the poetry prize was For
portq and dmma), but in’practice
poets have always won it. That’s
hardly surprising. says Shirley Mann
Gibson, director of Playwrights
Canada. v:ho helped get the new
award. “I asked them, Would you let
a jury of playwights award the
poetry prize7 The poetry-drama
prize. of course, had always besn
judged by poets.”
The new award will still be a literary prize - entries must be in book
or bound playscript form - bat,
thanks to Playwrights Canada, theatre folk need not fear that a masterwork will go unrecognized. Tmdltional publishers may not get around
to ptintiry plays until years after they
ace performed, but Playwrigixs’
“minimal editions” can be out within
six weeks of the final fadeout typed. corrected, photocopied, .aqd
bound. If another publisher later
vzants to bring out the play in book
Form. the tights can be had For the
asking.
Now celebrating its 10th anniversarv. Plavwiahts Canada sot its stzut
at ~‘conkr&ieat Statd~Houre iti
the Gasp6 attended by, among
otbrrs, Tom Iiendry, Carol Bolt, and
Len Peterson; They were tired OFsea
ing their v:ork vanish once a play
ended its run, so they decided to
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establish a service that would print
and circulate their sctipts. Originally
called Playwrights’ Circle, the name
was unceremonlousIy changed by
Hendty to Playwrights Co-op in an
application For a Local Initiatives
grant. (” ‘Circle’ sounded too much
like a sewing circle,” he says.) Its first
DuPont Street, above the Karma Coop, .a macrobiotic Food collective.
“There was a very ’60s Feelingto it at
the start:’ says Carol Bolt. “It was
dl very sweet and friendly and
mellow. It wasn’t very pmfessional,
but it worked.”
Dramatis~c are ‘%rmer, more
social beings, who lean less toward
melancholy than writers in other
fiekis OF CanLit,” says Gibson, who
joined Playwrights in 1977 aFtet
seven years as president of House of
Anansl. “They’re much better at act-

ing out their Feeliigs.” A calm, careful, serious woman whose peaceful
demeanour suggests reserves of
strength, Gibson Found it took a
while to adjust to the different working style and priorities of playwights
after working with poets, novelists,
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and critics. “I’m filled with admlration for tbelr daring, the way they UCpose themselves, the risks they take.
A poet can stay in his room and insist
that not one word of his writing be
changed. Playwrights are more. . .
outgoing is an inadequate word.
They positively like the Fact that they
don’t work alone.”
Today Playwrights Canada (it
acquired its current name in 1979)
operates out of a historic building on
York Street, in the shadow of the
Gardiner Expressway, where it offers
playwrights many of the same sort of
services as the Wtiters’ Union and
League of Canadian Poets provide
For their members. “We’re not a
lobby group.” says Gibson. “The
Guild of Playwrights takes on those
responsibilities. We pmvlde a docamentatlon service and various other
support services. We distribute other
publishers’ editions of our playwvrlghts’bookp. We don’t have the
money to compete with real publishing houses and still provide sctipts in
such numbers.”
Those numbers are impte%sive.
Playwrights Co-op bad publlsbed 69
title by 1973; in 1976there were 240,
and this year’s catalogue lists 500.
“We’ve been talking a lot about possible new directions,” says Gibson of
plans for the Fuhwe.,“but we all feel
the most progressive thing we can do
is to return to our fmt principle getting plays .into print and on
stage.”
- OORlsCOWAN
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playwlphts - Judith Thompson, Marc
Diamond, and Allan Stratton. for
instance - we can see promise for the
future. The evidence of ina&sing skill
in such established writers as Sharon
Pollocl: is also pleasing, as is the display
of enough energy in areas outside publishing to create enlivening events like
the Toronto Theawe Festival. The most
welcome addition to this active theatre
world is the publishing of critical, analytical, and historical works, which are
essential to supporL further growth !n
our theatra. The time has passed when a
muhitude of scholars atid critics could
safely ignore Canadian drama and
theatrc. q
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Inpmcr Eergmnn: Four Decades in Lhe
Theater. by L&Lone
Marker and
Frederic!; J. Marker. Cambridge University PrzsslPendmgon House, 262 pager.
$55.00 cloth (ISBN 0 521 2244 I) and
EI8.20 paper (ISBN 0321 29501 7).
THEN&.~I?E ODZENSof books about
Ingmar Bergman as a film director, but
this is the first study io English of Bcrgman’s parallel and perhaps equally
important career as a stage director. Although Ber8man has often stated that
“there has alrays been a short distance
belween my work in the theatm and my
%ork in the film nudio,” and it is generally known that one of his besbknowo
films. The Seventh Seal, grew out of his
1955 one-act play Painting on Wcod
(witten as a dramatic exe&e for his
students at Malm6), Bergman himself
has usually declined to di.sc~sstie nature
of this intimate relationship. In the first
of tro interviws that form an importam fmmeworll; for this book, however.
Bergman discusses - apparemly off the
top of his head -- some of these occult
connections. He talks about pIacing.the
actors in relation to the camera as being
wry similar to the way actors are placed
on a stage in relation to the audience, so
thar “they fed - nol that they are beautiful, but that the magic of their faces
and their movements will be registered

by the camera . . . [or] Ihat’
their charisma will work on the audience.” In
order to do that, he says, the director
must find the stage’s “magic poinl.”
Every stage ha.4its own focal point. he
believes, “the point on the stage where
the actors am strongest . . . Approach
and withdrawal effects are all created in
relation to this point.”
Bergman began his wok in live theatre in 1944 as mlistic dimclor of Ihe
Halsingburg City Thea&. Since then he
has directed Wo or three plays each
year, at theatres in Malmll, Gothenpurg,
at Stockholm’s presligious Dramaleh, at
the Swdisb National Tbealre, at Oslo’s
Nationaltheatret, at London’s Aldwych
TheaWe, and even at the Comedie
Fran&% Although he has directed
plays by nearly every major contemporary playwright from Albee to Brecht.‘to
Hjalmar Bergman, throughout his long
fascination for three playw~ighls Windberg, Ibsen, and Molibre - and
the team of Marker and Mark- has
devoted a separate chapter to each of
them. Bergman in his films shows a
remarkable affinity for Strindberg, and
the sparseness of his images and the ,
psychological depth of hi perceptions
have much of Ibsen in them, bui Moli&e
is somewhat more diffkult to explain.
Perhaps what Bergman most likes about
Molibre is the unashamed artificiality of
hi plays, rhe 17th~centuryiosmmes and
settings, the contrived plots, the formal
dialogue: there is no doubt that one is
sitting in a the&e wvaichii a play; !here
is no illusion of tealily, and so if Ihe play
works it must be the result of pure lheatre. In his 1973 production of The Mb
anthrope in Copenhagen, Bergman even
had theactors who were not acmally onslage sitting in Lhe wings in full view of
the audience, waiting for their enwance
lines - none of this Stanislavski business of pretending to be off consulting
with one’s tailor or seeing to Lhe dinner
menu. It ls reminiscent ofiBergman%
recent film version of The Magic Flute.
in which the audience is almost as much
a part of the film as were the operatic
singers. And Bergman’s statement in
one’of these intewlews, that “there am
only three things necessary for a performance to work: the words, the
actors. and the audience,” gives those
three elements the significance of an
equilateral triangle.
In 1976. during rehearsals for Stdndberg’s Dance of Death, Bergman WBP
investigated by the Swedish authorities
for alleged Laxirregularities. The charges
tiere dropped, but Bergman placed himself in volunmry exileanyway: “I can no
longer live in a land where my honour is
publicly and unjustly impugned.” He
now directs Munich’s Resldenztheater.
.

where his fiat plays produced in
German were typical of his lifeloos
obsession: Srrh&rg’s A Dream Play:
Chekhov’s The Three St&m, MoIiWs
Tar&f.& and Ibsen’s Hedda Gabfer.
D&g the interview that ends Lhii book
Bergman.grapples with an idea Lhat has
since developed inlo Ihe “Project Bergman”: simultaneous stagings of Suindberg’s Miss Julie, Ibsen’s A Doll Hou.w,
and a stage adaptation of his television
film, Scenav fmm a Marriage, to form
another triangle that depicts traditional
attitudes 10 women in European society.
This book is excellent and long overdue. Those of us in North Ametica who
know Bergman only through his films
will find here a new and vital facet’of
one of the century’s purest artistic geniuses. The Markers. who are with fhe
University of Toronto, seem at tima’to
know more about Bergman’s theatre
work than Bergman does himself, and
their historical/critical approach gives a
line launching to Cambridge University
Press’s ambitious Directors in Perspective series. q
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More Champssue &Iing. by Patrick
Cream, McGraw-Hill Ryerson. 365
pages, $18.95 cloth QSBN 0 07 548077
8).
rwo CRITICIW OF More Champagne
Darling: I deplore the omission of the
comma from the title, and I wish the
book had been longer. Apmt from those
quibbles, I found the 365 pages of
Palrick Crean’s autobiography totally
enchanting. As escapist entertainment,
it’s as light and bubbly as David Niven’s
The Moon’s a Balloon. which is high
praise. And as theatrical lore it’s one of
the most deliihlful showbiz memoirs by
a Canadian to come out in years.
In caxz you’ve never heard of I$m,
Crean ha.+been the fencing master and
lIIht director at the Stratford Festival
since 1962. Before then he was a Brillsh
journeyman stage and fti actor, per-

forming with such luminaries as Erml
Flynn. Ava Gardner, Laurence Olivier.
John Girlgud, and Alec Guinness. Now
70, he is able to look back at his four
marriages. numerous amours, and
myriad backstage adventures and wite
about them lovinalv with a oleasant nostalgic glow.
What makes his showbh reminiscencesso sbtgular in tbe genre is his joyous embrace of the actor’s life. Champ.agne Charlie, as he was once nicknamed, may poke fun at himself as a
ridiculous romantic, egotist, swshbuckler, and onetime boozer. But he bus
nothing bitchy to say about his fellow
thespians. And unlike others who have
entered his profession as an escape from
tragic reality. he enjoyed an unusually
happy childhood. He was born into a
privileged Vpsrairs, Douvxfuim sort of
corld in Edwardian London that hap
long vanished. His father was a fashionable doctor in Mayfair; his mother, the
daughter of a Spanish nobleman, was an
Auntie
Mame-like
gadabout
who
seemed to know everybody from Lady
Randolph Churchill to Coca Chattel.
Crean acquired fmm his mother a
love for the heroics and melodrama of
the stye as expressedby such poseurs a
Ramon
Novarro
and
Rudolph
Volentino. His prose is steeped in the

atmosphere of that period and hence
may be considered by some to be ratha
old-fashioned and drenched in shmalzy
sentiment. His narrative is interspersed

with quotations from Shakespeare and
Rudyard Kipling that are both charming
and apropos: after all. Crean has performed in 20 productions of Hamlet and
is famous for bis one-man Kipling show
mtitled The Sun Never Se& Besides,

Crean ls such a compelling raconteur of
the old school that one forglw him for
being occasionally hammy.
And he can be very amusing. One of
his wittiest lines he attributes to
Hermione Gingold: “She once remarked
of Iwo actors that one was a low de
force,
the other forced to tour.” I ratha
enjoyed, too, the remark of a Hungariau
actress when she learned that Crea” had
won the role of Denisov which meatit he
got to kiss Audrey Hepburn and Mal
Britt in the movie version of War and
Peace. “Ah, Patti&I”
she exclaimed.
“1 am zo ‘appy forr you. I ‘ear you ‘avc
marvellous part in Piss and Varr!”
Crean has a real talent for &king the
tinselly magic of the theatre, and reading
his anecdoull autobiography is as pleasurable as munching chocolates at a
superbly professional matinee peiformante of Tmswe Island (for which he
sIaged the tight scenes in 10 prod”*
tious). He closes his book by referring to
a recent interview with a young joumalists: “Do you think Patrick Crean is a
vanishing racel” asked the izporter.
Crean says he smiled and answered,
“Yes. But I hope I take a long time to
disappear.” Let’s hope that Champagne
Charlie will be able to write a seouel to
his wonderful book before he taies his
final bow. 0
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The poetry of Jay Macpherson is one of a kind,
not in defiance of current convention so much as
apart from‘ it. It is a world unto itself

By M4RGAiETATWOOD

Poems mice Told. by Jay Macpherson, Osford. % pages, S6.95 paper
(ISBN 0 19 5403797).

about mythologies, the most unlikely
among as would have to accept the label
(Daphne Marlatt, George Bowjog, and
Prank Davey. for eXampIe).Although b
critic intent on the usual version of this
theory might make a case for The Bwlmrm and its involvement with the shapes
of traditional stories. Welcoming
Dkas~er (the second book in this
volume) would probably defeat him. Its
personal and indeed sometimes notably
eccentric voice carries the reader far
beyond any notions of “school.” Macpherson’s poetry is one of a kind, not in
defiance of carrent convention so much
as apart fmm it. It’s a world unto itself,
sod from The Boatman’s poem called

v:‘:HEr4
1c’A.3vou~o, poelry reviewiog in
Canada was very ingrown. Poets
reviewd the work of their friends aad
enemies, partly because few otbers were
interested in reviewiog poetry at all,
partly because the poetry world was so
small that everyone in it was either a
friend or ao enemy. However, it nas
understood that anyone likely to read
the review would know which was
rhich.
Writers still occasionally review their
friends and enemies. but it cao no longer
be assumed that tbe avemge reader
“Egg” comes the best advice for approknovz it. So 1 feel it necessary to state by
acbiog il: “Let be. or else consume me
ray of prelude that Jay Macphersoa not
quite.”
only taught me Victorian literature back
The Boatman has been much written
in 1960 - like all good teachers, she
about, but for the sake of those aho
behaved as if it mattered, thus cowermay not se familiar with it I’ll say a little
ting my surly contempt for the subject
about it. It appears to be a “sequence”
into foxinated admiration - but is one
of very short. condensed lyric poems. (I
of my oldest and most appreciated
say “appears” because it was not
friend?. Haring said that, I wiU retreat
planned that way; Macphcrson is not a
to the middle distance, from which the
programmatic writer. aad her work,
nziewr’s voice should issue impartial as
when it falls into sequences, does so
God’s ttliough it rarely does). and try to
because her imagination is working with
desl uitb the subject at hand.
a certain body of material, not because
Impossible, of course. Rereading The
she thinks she needs a poem of a cextaln
Boatinm? (1963). tbe first of two books
kind to fill a gap and then composes it.)
r;printcd together ia this volume. makes
They are not all of the same kind: some
me remember Jay Macpherson as I fmt
are straight-faced lyrics. some are
I:ne!v her. I v:as eaom~ously impressed.
sinister or comic parodies on the’same
not just by the fact that here in front of
subjects @treeBlake’s two sets of Songs)
me wa: a real poet, and awomao at that,
and some are puzzle-poems, or riddles. I
rho had actually had a book published
tend to get on a little better with the
- no mean feat in the Canada of those
stralgbt lytics. The others are adroit and
days - but also by her wardrobe. She
clever, though they seem to me to exist.
alrays rare clothes that were by no
as many kinds of jokes do, for the parmeaor “fashionable,” clothes in fat J pose of defusing a profound uneasiness.
that nobody else could get away with,
The ceotral voice of The Boafrircrnis
but rhich seemed exactly tight for her,
one of a complex and powerful grief,
It’s the same with the poetry. No one
and its central symbols revolve around
else rrltea like this. In fact, looking
separation aad loss. Like all hermetic
back, it szems that no one else ever did,
poetry, The Boatman offers the reader
and that all the fuss about a “mythmultiple choices about its true
opoeic school” of poetry v:as simply
“subject.” Is it “about” the relationmi:sidzd criticism. If “mythopoeic”
ship between two lovers, the relationship
means that the poet lets on she knows
between Creator and fallen world, bet-

,

ween author, book, and reader. or
dreamerand dream, or man and his imaginative world? Why not all? The mOdt
potent poems in the book, for me, arc
those in the small sequencewithin-asequence. “The Ark,” eight eight-line
lyrics that arc astonishing for their
simplicity and gmce, and for the amount
of emotional force they can pack into 64

lines. They are “about,’ all’of the above,
and aFteimore than 20 years of reading
them I still find them devastating.
One of Macphenon’s most exquisite
poems is in the small section mtitled
“Other Poems” - post-Boalmcm, preD&&r. It’s called “The Beauty 6f
Job’s Daughters,” and I won’t quote
from it because you need to read the
whole thing, but it’s ao cxccllcnt example of what an outwardly formal. flexibly handled lyricism caa do. It also
epitomizes one of the main themes of

The Boatman: the “real” world, that of
the imaglnaiion, is inward.
Between The Bollrrnlrn and “Other
Poems’, and We/coming Diccster (1974)
came a long pause. Macpherson’s total
output has been minute compared with
that of most Canadian poets OF her
stature, and she’s about the furthest
thing fmm a “pmFcssloncl” poet you
could imagine. A young novcllst said to
me recently. “Poetty isn’t aa art. it’s a
circuit.” For Macpherson, never a clrwit-rider, poetry isn’t .a “p~ofcssioo”
but a gift, which is either there or not
tberc but caa’t be made to be there by

exercise of will. In Fact, the fmt poems
in Welcoming Dkarter are about the loss,
or absence of the imaginative world so
beautifully
evoked
in “Job’s
Daughters.” the failure of inspiration,
and tbe Futility of trylog to coajurc it op.
As well as its redemptive qualities:
“Brcathii
too is a simple trick, and
most ofuslcam it. still, to lose it is bad,

though no-one regrets it long.” Wheo
the Muse finally shows up, what she
reveals this time is not pamdire regained.
IF The Boatman is “dassid” (which,
in purity of line, simplicity of rhythms.
aad choice of myths and symbols, it is),

-

then Wdcoming DiFllsrer is. by the same
ligha.
“romantic?
more personal,
more convoluted, darker and more grotesque. its rhythms more complex, its
main symbol-groupings drawn not only
from ckxssical and biblical mythology
but from all kinds of odd corners 19tbcentury Gothic novels (and their
ZOthsentury avatars, such as No.+ofu
and Karloff movies), the Chimms’
Goose Girl story (“What Falada Said”),
Babylonian mythology (“First and Last
ThingE”), lore of magicians. ghouls,
mazes. and erorsmads. The main mow
ment of the book concerns a descent to
the underworld; and. as everyone
knows, the most successful recipes for
this include a plan for getting not only
there but back, usually by means of the
advice or actual company of a Sybil.
:piril snide, or boatman. (The boatman
in The BOU~MI,WIis mainly Noah; in
IWcomning Dim&r it’s his upside-down
counterpart, Charon. who takes you not
to the world renewed but to the world
dead.) In this case the fetish-cum-spirit
guide-cum-God-cum-sinister ferryman ls
a teddy bear, which - again - only
hlacpherron could get away with.
What’s in the underworld? In Egyptian mythology it’s the place where the
soul is weighehed;for Orpheus, it’s the
plla~~where the lost love is tinally lost; in
Jackson IXght’s book on Virgil (cited
in blacphcrson’s notes) the underground
maze le.lds to the king and queen of the
dead. especially the queen: it’s a pktce of
lost mothers. There are echoes too of all
those 19th~century
ghosts.
from
Catherine Eamshaw on down, who
come to rhe window at night; of vampiristic or sinister-double relationships
Ihat remI Blake’s Shadow and Emanation IIIures; of Faustian pacts with
darkness. Jungkms will revel in this
book, though ir is hardly orthodox
Jungkmirm. Bur the importam thing is
that in Ihe process some poems emerge
that vzould more than satisfy Houseman: rhcy do make the hair stand up on
the back of your neck. “They Return,”
for instance, or “Hecate Trivia,” or
“Some Ghosts and Some Ghouls.”
1Wcori~ing DLm~er, like The Boarmm, h% its mom playful moments, but
on the v:hole its tone ranges between Ihe
exlc and the rurhless: poems of invocsdon or rigorous and sometimes bloodyminded self-analysis. Macpherson was
never much of a meditative Wordsvwrthian. if such labels apply. She’s
much more like Co1etidg.z inner magic,
not ouler-world description or social
comment, is her forte.
When I was asked 10 write this review
it \:‘as suggeswd that I include an
“appreciation”
of Macpherson’s
*‘career: Bar what do we mean by a
poet’s “career,” apart from poems? Do

. . .._..--
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poets even have “careers”? Some do,
but it’s a word that seems more appropriate when applied to politicians:
something pursued, worked at. having
to do with leverage and personal advanJay Macpherson is simply not careerminded in thii way. There’s nowhere she
wants to get, in the sense of “getting
is not a career but a vocation,
to which one is called, or not. as Ihe case
may be. She’s still the best example I
know of someone who lives as if literature, and especially the wiling
of
poetry, were to be served, not used. 0

By GARY DRAPER
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Sad Paradise. by Britt Iiagarly,
Tafonbooks. 319 pages, $8.95 paper
(ISBN 0 88922 193 6).
WHAMS BEAI.I.Y SAD about Britt
Hagarty’s Sad Pwudise is that it might
have been a very good book. It isn’t.
Hagarty has a po\verfid story to tell, the
story of a young boy’s progress from
shoplifting in Victoria to drug addiction
in Vancouver and much of the West
Coast. Plainly he knows the territory
well. But the malerial is betrayed by
failures in technique. Repeatedly, the
reader is distanced when he should be
involved, and the power of the story
drains away.
One pmblem is Hagarty’s narrator
and protagonist, Sean Gallagher. He’s a
potendally in~erestlng anti-hero, bent
from the first on self-dedruction. But
the narrowness of his vision, his strident
self-righteousness, and his rele.nUessselfpity are monotonous and dresome. He
doggedly blows every opportunity that
comes his way, then curses his fate or.
mom often, “the system.” He sees life
so suictly in terms of good guys
(prjsoners. junkies) and .bad guys
(everybody else), thar the reader who
isn’t hooked or doing time begins to
bridle a little. Sean’s day-to-day life may
not be romantic, but his moral system is.
His fellow inmates at Bisco, the prison
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for juverdle offenders, are “angels,
aagcls wrapped in chains.” And near the
book’s end, he describes himself as
“wounded by life.” It would help if
Sean could se to what extent the wound:

is self-inflicted.
Sean, al least, makes an impression on
the reader. With one or two exceptions,
the other characters in the book fail to
rise above the level of caricature; many
don’t make it that hi. They are names
only. attached lo some incident or some
period in Sean’s life. There arc far too
many of them. And they keep disappearing. Hagarty simply doesn’t bring them
lo life. Thus. when they meet their
inevitable, sad ends, the readers can’t
feel the pain. They have no resonance.
The same might be said of the narrative itself. Hagarty writer (or Scan
speak9 in an urdnflccted voice. Nothing
is morz or less important than anything
else. In addition, pacing varies in an
apparently arbimw fashion. Some days
go on forever. In the book’s closing

pages months go by in a scnlcnce or a
paragraph: new friends appear, disapp&u. die; Sean is married, then alone.
Hosew accurately this llstncss and this
erratic pacing may reflect the narrator’s
experience and stale of mind. they only

increase the reader’s alienation.
There ax also a number of stylistic

quirks that work against the book. The
narrator yields loo often lo cliche. Fires
arc “blazing,” stares arc “icy,” a good
guy has “a heart of gold,” and vain
attemptl are “to no avail.” When Scan
is awakened, it’s likely lo be “rudely”;
at nights he can “drift off into dream-

land.” Sean. we arc toI+ is successful al
writing. if not much else. He is a published poet. Yet when he aims for imaginative language he often misses the
target. The baseball bat brandished by a
friend’s father is a “sport& weapon.”
Sean pictures some other friends “pouring down the booze in a flurry of dipsomania.” The narrator also has a wakncss for quotation marks. Sometimes
they underline ironies that are already
obvious enough: sometimes they’re just
there: “Aaron . . . thought such ‘collegiate.’ styla lo be strictly for ‘suckholes.“’ It’s a dwiee that draws altenlion to itself and away from the story.
What’s frustrating about this, as I said
before., is that Hagarty knows a world
that is seldom explored in Canadian
liction. Moreover. there arc o&sional
flashes of promise, of unrealized possibilities. The image of a friend’s faL= at

the prison window is a haunting one.
And - loo rarely - there’s a nicely
understated irony. Consider the follow-

ing reflection on smuggling drugs
through customs:
Omar was always saying things like,
“Don’t worry, Sean.‘Justiccis on our
side and if we have nothingbut love in
our heam. we won’t gel wughl. Just
don’t give off any paranoid
vibrations.”
,
II was a real xienritic approach.
&ill Hagarly is a writer with somb
thing lo say. I hope he finds the words to
say it with. Cl
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By BARBARA NOVAK

The Almost Meeting and Other Slodea,
by Henry Krcisel, Newest Press, 148
pages, $12.95 cloth (ISBN 0 920316 13 I).

A brilliant piece of modern forensic sleuthing
exposes one of history’s greatest crimes

\~RITTENBE~VEEN1954 and 1980. these
eight stories comprise the complete mleclcd short tiction of Henry Kreisel.
Considering the lasting success of his
novels The Rich Man (1948) and The
Befrrryol(l964), it is unfortunate that wc

haven’t heard more fmm Krciscl. Two
of his stories. “The Broken Olobe” and
“The Travelling Nude,” have been
widdly anthologized; the latter (which I
found to be the weakat in the colleo
tion) was awarded the President’s Medal
of the University of Western Ontario.
Like LB. Singer and Shalom Alcichem.

Kreisel has that European sensibility that
lends itself lo taking a relatively small
&xamtcr and shaping it into a lindy
crafted story that is rich in humanity. It
is ‘this ability, together with Krcisel’s
dean, easy-flowing style, that make me

The ultimate detective story: mystery,
intrigue, murder, sleuthing, and a startling
solution to the,crime.
THE RBiDU!DIElE
OF NPaDUON
by Ben TN&der
$17.95
Hardcover .

wonder why he hasn’t been a more prolific writer.
Most of his stories arc structured
amund meetings, usually spontaneous,
that prove to have a deep effect upon the
central character. So it is perhaps significant that the title story, written most
rccenlly (in 1980). is about a mllplanned meeting that n=qvertakes place..
A young author receives a leller fmm an
older, much-admired .writer, congralulating him on his first novel (about a

mm, who search= unsuccessfully for his
father). The older writer points out that
“an almost meeting is often more
important than the meeting. Thequest is
all.” and then sets out to prove his point
in a may that spirals the young writer
into his ov:n novel.
In another story about a planned
meeting. “The Anonymous Letter,” a
young boy sets out to confirm an aI@tion that his father has a mistress. This
mea& of count! is planned only by
the boy. and when the confrontation
tolnr place he intuitively knows how
bust to punish his father for the injustice
to his mother.
In several stories the central
character’s role is simply that of an
observer rho is moved by the poignantly
1:nottal lives of others, as in “The
Broken Globe,” in which a man. on
moving from England to a university
post in Alberta. visits the estranged

father of one of his colleagues, and
discovers both the hopeless barrier and
the unbreakable bond between the
father and his son. The central character
in “Tv;o Sisters in Geneva” meets two
sisters on a train in Europe. and
becomes sadly mv~te if how one is
determined to impose her life on the
other.
Some stories, like “Chassidic Song,”
am about chance encounters that haven
mars profound effect upon the promgonist. In this story, which is reminiscent
of a chapter in Stml Bellow’s To
Jemsalm and Back, a hiihly assimilated Jeeish man is seated next to II
Chassid on an airplane and finds himself
confronted with a past and a part of
himself cith which he has completely
lost touch. The meeting in “Homecoming” helps a young man find a
waron to go on living once he he
rc-turned, after seven years, to the Polish
village he had fled doting the Holocaust.
One pxticularly lovely story involves
tv:o l3-year-old boys who regularly visit
an old v:omen who sells them chestnuts
from her stand on a street corner. In
response to her earthy, outspoken man“cr. one of the boys asks, “How does a
man do it when he makes love.
Annul?” While she refuses to satisfy hi3
curiosity, she nevertheless manages to
teach both boys something about the
nature of love.
The strength of these stories lies in
their simplicity and their unity of purpose. One cannot help but feel that there
must br- more where these come fmm,
and hope that Iireisel will set himself the
&.I: of further mining his own talent. 0
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that is so stmng

in the ChrIstIan

tradi-

don. The Bishop of Edmonton prayed
for a sign of his congregation’s sins and
God answered him; the next Sunday, the
crucifix swrmed with lice. But when his
flock persisted in their wickedness the
Bishop took their sins upon himself,

Not to Be Taken at Night, edited by
John Robert Colombo and Michael
Richardson, Lester & Orpen Denny& 191
pages, $16.95 cloth (ISBN 0 919630 48 0).

with terrible results. The idea is an interesting one, but Watson could have
pursued it with less repetition and
obviousness: the subtle and provocative
u&.rtones one looks for are missing.
Lawrmtce Mathews’s “The Dcalh of
Arthur Rimbaud” is one of the best
stories in the book, moving swiftly from
the merely pectdii to the threatening
and violent-in a deceptively plainspoken
styIe. “The Late Man” by Andrea

Friendly Aliens, edited by John
Robert Colombo, Hounslow Press, 181
pages, 58.95 paper (ISBN 0 88882OS2X).

Schroeder is a strmtSe. evocative tale of
a fisherman who is out of kilter with the
rest of his community and who persk

By JANE W. HILL

tently row toward death; his place is
JOHNROBERT
cou)~wo. lhat indefatigable mtthologizer, has done it again,
twice. Two vohtmes of short stories have
come out under hi a+. both rather
oftbeat and of varying quality. Not to
Be Taken at Night consists of 13 Cana-

dian tales of mystery and the supernatural, ranging fmm the humorous and
not-too-serious to the psychologically
penetrating, the Gothic, the macabre.
and the miraculous. Most of the writus
are better known for their novels or
plays or “regular” short stories, but ail
seem to relish their excursions into the
bizarre..
Although modern Canada may seem
m, unlikely setting for the unearthly or
the terrifying, this is not so. As Colombo
says in his preface, “Have we grown too
staid and mtimwinative to invent barmwlng tales oft& dark powers? Are we

the &h&t jifsson from the unknowvt,?
Not at all. The unknown has not vanished; it has merely shed its reassuring
onto the-modem Canadian scene . . . .
after all, it is not places that are
haunted, but people.”
Thtis, we have Brian Moore’s sensible
businessman
who, irrationally and

unwillingly, corns to bclieVcin his Irish
housekeeper’s “second sight” about his
own impending death from cancer. ln
just a few pages we are taken from the
normal to the paranormal and quite
accept its inevitability. Yves Th&iault,
of French &ad Montagnais descent, has
written in English “The Barren Field,” a
grim tale of Big Bill’s @don who was
determined to succeed in growing wheat
where her husband had failed, and who
carries out the sactifmial rites of her
native land to accomplish that end.
In “The Lice” Wilfred Watson
explorec that fascinating and perhaps
inexplicable urge toward martyrdom

later taken by the young f~herman who
has set out to tind out why.
Michel Tremblay’s
contribution,
“The Thkteenth Wife of Baron Klttgg.”
is a slkht tale based on the Bluebeard
legend too inmnseqwttial
and
derivative to deserve inclusion. But
Ethel Wilson’s “Mr. Sleepwalker” is
masterful, and Robertson Davies’s “The
Cat That Went to Trinity” is&l&htftd
and preposterous at the seine time. I can
just hear Davies’s rich, pltmmiy voice

reciting this satiric ghost story to his
Massey college students at one of theft
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annual Gaudy nights. It wobld sound
even better than it reads.
Frimdiy Aliens is a sort of fxst cousin
to Not to Be Taken at Night - it is 13
st&.s of ti fantastic set in Canada by
British and American authors. Some are
weird and mysterious, delving into
psychic phenomena; others are formulaic science fiction. Most are set in the
vast, vaguely defmed North, the dark,
chill, dangerous Polar Regions that 8ive
scary scope to bnaginatlve writers. Some
took place long ages ago, others are set
in the distant future; the dates of writing
range from 1899 to 1978.
The long-extinct mammoth comes to
Life in Jack London’s “A Relic of the
Pliocene.” Explorers in the Yukon
know there is gold In the accursed Hand
Mountain but they are defeated before
they ever get to it - a dying travellu
warns them of the terrible “People of
the Pit” (by A. Merritt), who lives miles
below.the earth and will capture anyone
who tries to enL?r their hellish abode. In
“The Thing fmm Outslde” George
Allan England postulatea a silent, invisible Thing that removes men’s brains
for its own seientilic investigations.
In “Devolution.” Edmond Hamllron
suggests that man is the degenerate
deszendant of the Arctaians, protoplank blobs of jelly who came fmm a
d&ant galaxy to ‘!people” the earth,
accomplishing everything through pure
thought; rather than evolving upwrd
through the eons, as we like to think.
animal life has become steadily more
bestial and primitive.
“Arctic God,” by the indecently prolific John Russell Feam, is a carlcatuxr.,
on a level with television’s Flintstones,
and other than serving as an example of
the popular “space opera” genre is
hardly worth bother& with. But James
Tiptree, Jr. (in reality a woman named
Alice B. Sheldon) shows both humour
and great bwentivenea in “‘Forever to a
Hudson Bay Blanket” - her characters
“timejump” at wiU, but one young
couple unwisely jump ahead 40 yeas for
a brief half hour, with fatal results.
The oldest story in the hook Is one df
the best - Algemon Blackwood’s
atmospheric account of a lone scholar’s
autumn stay on a Muskoka-like island
which seuns to be imvocably owned by
two mysterious “bii Indians.” works
by H.P. Lovecraf~, Robert W. Chambers, M.P. Shiel, August Derleth, Vincent Starrett and Chelsea Quinn Yarbro
also appear In FFtend~ Alfens, as does a
4O-year-old esray, “Whither Canadian
Fantasy?’ by Donald A. Wollhelm. In
1942 he was exIted about the posslhilities of Canada’s future as disti!Kt from
Fl
or~ngland’s, but his words

‘oritbitious”. . . %onderful”. . .
“‘t/x best”. . . “‘breathtaking”

SI5.95

Collin Publkhws
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We are left to wonder just &hat it is
about Canada that h& stimulated the
hnaginstions bf these severala~thors.
Perhaps the wide empty spaces where
anything might happen have SOmething
to do with it. In fact, the Canadll connection ls sometimes tenuous, lendii a
certab~exoticism but not gemmne to the
.story. But the mystuious power of our
woods and mountains ls evident in the
wild creatures we still hear about-the
Sasquatch, the Wendiio, the Walker of
the Snow. Something must be there, and
if you think you have thenstomach for it,
try these tales of the uncanny - but one
at a time, with a cup of hot cocoa by
your side. 0

awakenings
By Cil__STI.E
SIGVRDSON

God’s Rye, by George McWhbter,
Oberon Press, 131 pages, S15.95 cloth
(ISBN 0 88750 394 2) and $7.95 paper
(ISBN 0 88750 395 0).
THELANDISrural Mexico. Disease, tilth,
poverty. drunkards, cripples. and
inwders are as much a part of the landscape as the dusr and scorching sun. Into
this uninviting
cointry
George
McWhll
lntmduceJ the outsiders:
tourists, travel& weekenders. dissatislied people yearning to escape the
mundane. A divorced mother leaves
behind the Winnipeg wintw for a land
where her alimony will stretch. A&fontreal bank teller seeks a Latin lover. A
fonless rain for a &ce when God’s face
must surely shine. But the emotional and
psychological baggage they carry with
them cannot be dismissed by a change of
scenery.

Expectation and nzaIizatlon lie at rhe
heart of these IO stories. The “stobb~
docility,” sullen indifference, and
resentment the foreigners encounter in
the Mexicans were nol , part of thell
highly stylized dreams. The pervasive
mood is one of distrust, suspicion,
resentment, and at times a certaln hate.
The minister in “Something to Grin At”

fancieshimself“like the Jesuitswho had
founded the agicu1tura.lcommunitiesin
hIc:;ico,” but the unconvertedhe aspires
to E~YC
seera only “diiy, bad-talking
little boys.” hlauri, the city brother in
“The Country,“-is “afraid of de&ding
that he did not like the viuapers.” The
Mexic~s ar.?a na8glngreminder to the
foreigners of the failure of their own
dra,
while for the Mexicans forei8nersBIBsomethingto be put up with:
Thec~lxuderr, the crekenden!They
honkedcominaIn throughthe gates.
The)’threw their casesinto their moms.
they dumped themselvesIn the pool’
cilh botdssof bsu in theirhands.

McWhirteroffers little hope for any
understandingbetweenthe peasantsaud
the outsiders.And, if he takes a side, it
is with thz Mexicans, trapped in this
impoverishedland with no easy ticket
out. But overall the reader draws back
fmm the characters with au interest
borderin on the acadtic. In “Two
Travellers” McWhirter attempts to
bcxow honour and respect upon an
a~.+ illiteratepeasant wonm”, but her
internal monologue is imbued with an
artificialand affected style.
rmhiid~
prose is the strength of
the stories. His obvious empathy with
the hard bzauty of the land is revealed
with a po:tic clarity and sensitivity:
Szrpmtina.constantlydividinglikepale
anwcbarhrou8hthe glee” grass. the
paths rare to these vantagepoints.
Alongtlxse there werepauru cortucated inn and bamboo shacksfmnted
citb smallpicketedgardensand sborb
htirzd tail-lersdogsthat lay curledup
like shiw kidneysin the dust. In adjoining fields grew camomile. crabgrass.
so,nestandsOFcorn.

But too oftm the reader is aware of
RlcWhiner’s voice creeping into the
chameterlzatlons.When the adolescent
narrator of “The Cicada and the C.&kroach” speaks in poetic metaphors,
quite obviously they are the author’s

words. Cr<dibiity seenn sacrlticed for
poetic intent.
At their best - “A French Girl to
Stay” and “Another Friend for Mr.
DUCl:” these stories possessq cmotional tension that curiouslybuilds, then
qui:tly dissolves. At theii worst, the
reader is left as high lilld dry as the
Mkica”

plateau. 0

REVIEW

Poland: The Last Decede, by Adam
Bmmke, Mosaic Prus. 189 pages.
525.00cloth (ISBN0 88962143 8) end
912.95paper (ISBN0 889621446).
At the Lenl” ShIpyard: Poland nnd
the I&e of the Solldndty Trade Union,
by Stan Perslv, New Star Books, 253
pages,$7.95paper (ISBNO91988845 3).
campsbeingset up in Poland to hold the
leaders of Solidarity,I found it herd to
read these two books, both written
before martial law was declared in
December,with mythin like a rmse of
equanimity.Far from having bee” nmde
instantly obsoleteby events, they thrbrr
a bright, oblique light on the tragedy
there, castingit into i&h relief.
Professor Bromke’s book, Poland.The Last Decade, is really a collectionof
occasio”al pieces, some writ& for
scholarly journals, others for such
newspapersBIthe Toronto SuniiaySllrr.
Together they provide a sontewhatdlsjointed ntnning conunmtary on the
Giirek em and beyond, up to mid-1981.
Bmmke’s point of view is that of a
rational Western pragmatist who
favours d&mte.because he believes it
will encourage a natural evoIution. in
Eastern 6umpe away from the dlsastmus hard-linepolltlcsand economiesof
.ne+Stali”lsm. Some of his articles,like
the one on preparationsfor the Helsinki
Conference, seemeddated now; others,
such as his study on the mwh of onno&ion politics -in Pol&d, provid;*an
excellehtbackground to unsent events.
But on the whole, it n&&t have been
more appropriate for someone with
Bmmke’a depth of knowledge to have
wrlttm a more coherent and r&kctive
historicalsurvey. As it is, the book has
only a limited usefulness, not least
becauseof its inexplicable(and inmcusable) lack of an index.
AI the Lenin Shipytvds brovides a
very diffemtt paspzctlve on Poland.
The author ls a teacher, journalist, and
trade unionist in British Columbia
whose fascination with Solidarity led
him to visit Poland in May, 1981, to
study the reality. at close range. The
0

BishopGoes to War
&XI
Gray and Eric Pelem’s

illy

two-man,
~neteen-character chronicle of the lile
the famous World War I Flying Ace.

chxled is the complete text of the
~ternatlonalprodudlon, and a” trrev.
ent preface by lob” Gray.
$595
tber re0eu.tdrama Utles:
lo Inlpmmptu of outremont
MlchelTremblay
54.95
nmu6eManon; Sactie Sandra
MichelTremblay
$4.95
:dltghtDinner and Other Plays
LennoxBroom
S5.95
donbooks is the major publisher 01
nnadta” Drama. For 0 free cataloque,
rite to: 201/1019East cordova, Vannwer. B.C. V6A lM8.

Charles Berlitz, renowned
language authority, provides in
his mpst Informative booh yet, a
storehouse of amazing slmllarItles, parallels and mysteries
about the world’s. 2,796
languages and 5,000 dialects.
Charles Berlitz brings all his
considerable ,knowledge and
authority to bear in hls,latest
work, Native Tongues: The Book
of Language Facts.
400 pp $19.95
I
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is a brisk and detailed reconstrw
tion. from the workers’ point of view, of
the Gdansk strike in August, 1986 of
the negotiations that Ied to the creation
of Solidarity, and of the union’s subsequea stntggIe to build upon that initial
victory in the face of mounting obstmctioni!zm and pmvocation from the
regime. The narrative captures the sense
ef exitement and tension in the ninemonth period it COVETS,
and there are
lively close-ups of the people and ideas
that ?ave the movement its impetus and
defi&ion. It is an excellent antidote to
the fragmentary coverage of events in
the daily press.
As far tu I can tell. the picture Persky
gives us is an accurate one. To his crsdit,
he mak- no attemnt to merent Solidarity in an exclusively positive light.

Walesa is portrayed as a charismatic
leader and brilliant negotiator, a
pragmatist rather than an idealist, but
alw a man with a strong autocratic bent
and a fwre of increasing controversy
wiihin the union. There were other
leadus, lie An&j
Gwiszda, for
example, whose thinking was based far
mote on matters of principle. As
Gwiazda told the government negotiator
in Gdansk, “This is the key issue: are we
going to live in a democratic system or a
police state?” For Walesa, the key issue
“as whether or not the Poles would be
able to work out their own solutions for
themselves. This initially made it possible for. him to talk to the Polish
governme.nt. but it caused increasingdifficultiw for him as leader of a movement
like Solidarity.

easier than you think Just.
insert one little sentence in your
1
w.ilk1 give to the Canadian Cancer
dollars!’
Society the sum of
With those precious dollars you
leave behind, you support valuable
cancer research. Only two-thirds of the
Society’stotal costs can be met from
our annual fund-raising campaign and
all money received from bequests is
spent on cancer research, unless otherwise stipulated in the wilL
So after you provide for your loved
on&s,consider the Canadian Cancer
Society
You,the people, are our real hope.
fs

Canadian Can&r Society+I

Everyone in the country, including the
regimei knew that Solidarity was not
just fighting for b&et w
and
improved working conditions, but for a
return LOc~mttmn decency and diiity
in public life, for the radii reconstru+
tion of a society that had been devastated by four decades of totalitarian .
de. In this struggle, the question of
whether or not Solidarity would be nm
democttttieally was not just a petiphcral,
academic one. it was absolutely ceptral.
How can an undemocratic organization
revitalize an undemocratic society?
Persky describes thii split very well, but
.
unfortunately he wrote his book before
the Solidarity congress in September,
1981. where that issue dominated the
debates.
The book has other minor. shortcomings. It provides too little ewnomic
and political background, althouglt
there is an excellent brief history of
popular revolt in Poland since 1956. I
think it wxdd also have been improved
had Persky presented the material in a
more p.ersonai way, if he had given us
some idea of the impact Solidarity had
on ltis own thinkii. As it is, he appears
to have gone through the experience of
writing the book. with his faith in
unionism, as he understood-it before he
went to Poland, intact.
Y&t Persky’s book carries very clear
implications for trade unions in Canada,
especiaUy those in the public sector like
Persky’s own CUPE. If such unions
WCR to aspire to anything remotely
resembling Solidarity’s brief power and
popularity. they would have fust to
abandon thdr primitive notion that the
social contract exists only for their own
particular benefit, and start using their

power for the common good. Solidarity
acted in the mntidence that it was
affecting everyone’s lives far the better.
It was one of the most fazxinating and
hopeful processes of political renewal
anywhere in the world, and the tragic
consequences of ip suppression are yet
tc. be fully felt. Cl

arrested; money was devalued, and
homes and possessionswere confiscated.
Abkhazi survived by first exhausting
her savings, then selling vegetables,
brreding pigs for slaughter, and sharing
lodgings with friends. Yet her journal
reflects little bitterness. In bfarch, 1943,
as.she was about to be interned, she
explained:
One hrr travelled so far in the months
since December8. 1941,and k hasbeen
a comparadvcly pain&
but vex
thorough, procerr of gradual stripping;
first a kg and then a wing. so to speak.

ACttriotls Cage: A Shatt8htd Journal
1941-1945. by Pe8gy Abkhazi, edited by
S.W. Jockman, Sono Nis Press. 143
pa8ezr.$7.95 paper(ISBN0919462
89 8).
**A IOLWM to be 8ood. true and interestin8.” wote
the English diarist
Charles Greville in 1838. “should be
witten without the slightest refereoce tq
publication. but vzithout any fear of it; it
should be the transcript of a mind which
can bear tmnscribin8 . . . . the e.xercise
is. I think. calculated to make a writer
riser and pxhapr better.” This is sensible advice and Pe88y Abkhazi has
followd it ~8. She also understood the
pzdliotiw effects of keeping a journal
during her years as an “enemy subject”
under the Japanese occupation of
Shanghai durin8 the Second World War.
“If one is not to lose the power of
coherently expressing one’s thoughts or
recounting one’s doings in writing,” she
rriter. “one must keep in practice by
means of a personal notebook, ot au
endless never-to-be-posted letter.”
She had to be very careful, however.
about C.hat she recorded. As she
esplained years later, “One did not write
anything down. Old letters, photographs. address books were destroyed.
The fewer oames, records, etc., the less
frigJuenin8 the prospect of possible
‘questioning’ by the Japanex Gendarmerie - the Iiampetei. the local equivalent of Hitler’s Gestapo.” Despite these
diftisulties. she managed to draw a clear
picture of ahat life was like in those tw
years before internment in 1943 and the
fro years at the camp. She was also able
quite clercrly to indicate indirectly her
antipathy towed her captors.
Born in 1902 of British parents,
Abkhazi lived with her European and
American friends in comfortable SWrounditt8s in Shm8hai.
Until
the
Japanese took over, they were protected
rights” ettby the “extra-territorial
forced by small British, French. and
American establishments. Beginnitt8 on
Desember 8, 1941, however, the
Japanese turned their world on its head:
communication rith the outside world
was cut off: freedom of movement was
curtoiled: some of the foreigners were
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If one had been bmught to the present
state at a ringlc blow. it would have
been nearly unbearable.”
The main part of A Curious Cage deals

camp with
1,708 bther
“enemy
subjects.” She was billeted in a wooden
hut assigned to 51 wottten who had no
husbands. “One can follow the intellect
tual strtq& with the tine points of a
foreign language. ‘A-a-ah -so desuka!
Women alone - unattached. unattached - not tied, loose-therefore:
“loose
women” is the correct term.’ And so we
were known.”
In the camp she worked as a gardener,
French teacher, and Anally quartermaster in the hospital kitchen. She kept
her journal faithfully, although the
entries appear lee often as the intense
cold and monotony todk their toll. The
result is an impressionistic sketch of
camp life pther than a sharply outlined
portrait. Each entry. each stroke, reveals
a little more colour, another detail.
Since the journal was not intended for
publication, Abkhazi did not feel cotopelled to answer all questions. This lack
of self-consciousness makes the book
especially attractive.
Life in continement led to the inevitable explosions, but these never went
beyond a tolerable point, and sometimes
proved to be more humorous than
volcanic:
The next day, more views having been

LONG LANCE

exchanged on the subject of snoring.
with additional exchanger about the infringement by two inches of the frontier
line between their two be&. the same
two worked up another liiht. This lime.
the dirty old floor mop came into play
but K.. remembering that her owonent
sdll had on her pine nez, gracefully
bent fonvard and removed them gcnlly.
saying the while ‘I am a lady . . .’ and
then she set to with Ihe mop in her
enemy’s face. And really it a;u a very
thoughtful gesture, sceia9 that pince nez
would be implaceable once broken.”

This most enjoyable book is like a
visit with a well-travelled aunt whose
stories about her many adventures
always prove entertainiy. While she’s
too discreet and well-mannered to gossip
or to make uncharitable remarks about
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The True Story of an Im9oster
Donald Smith
THE GENUINELI acwM.P”SHED LIFE
of a flamboyant importer - ~oumalist, speakerana darling of NewYork
society. Through the lavish heritage
he created for himself, he was con&lered the preeminent lo&o
of the
20%.
Sl6.95 cloth
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others. Peggy Ahkhazl is also no Mrs.
Grundy. She knows from experience
that keeping one’s wits requires a
readiness to laugh at one’s own foibles
and at those of others. 0
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Knvoy to Nebm, by Eseott Reid,
Oxford, 301 pages; $27.95 cloth (ISBN
19 S612.582).
INDIA HAS A special place in the Canadian bnaglnatlon. We grew up with
Rikki Tlkki Tavi and maps on which the
Hmpbe had to be c&wed red. Later we
looked to India to prove that democracy

&d,-for a while at
least, India enabled Canadians to play
their favourite role on the international
stage, that of intermediary or interpreter.
Escott Reid was the Canadian high
commissioner to India from 1952 to
1957. Those were hectic years: war in
Koreaand Indochina, wisea in Suez and
Hungag, tension in Pakistan and
Kashniir, the Cold War, and, not least,
McCa&yism in the United States.
Because of direct involvement, or
because of lheir status as neutrals.
Canada and Indii played a significant
part in these issues, and they are.
discussed thomughly in chapten four
through 11. Close students of diplomacy
will enjoy Raid’s account,wd some will
undoubtedly find it an interesting
counterpoint to the writbtgs of Lester
Pearson, John Holmes, Charles Ritchie,
and others who have written about the
same period. Many readers. however,
will be swamped by the complexities and
impressed only by the degrre to which
pig-headedness and patty pique can
infect individuals at any level - often to
‘the detriment of sound policy making.
Of more interest atx the sections on
such varfed topics as village life, Prime
Minister Nehru, V.K. Krishna Menon,
India’s prospects, and the poor. These
are written with insight and sensitivity
and leave the reader wanting less diplomacy and man Reid.
One of ihe major themea is the spedal
relationship that existed between
authoritarianism.

Canada and India thmugh their participation in the Commonwealth and the
international commissions on Koreaand
Indochina. It was deepened by tbc .
Colombo Plan, by the repeal of certain
laws in Canada that discriminated
against Indian immigrants, and ,by
Canadian cooperation in the develop
meat of atomic energy. Another aspect
of this relationship was Canada’s eflort
to interpret India and the United Statea
to each other during a period when
many Am&cans were excessively anticommunist and many Indians were
LvJligerentIynon-aligned. The Canadian
government qjd&d the role of intermediary: it provided a sense of involvo
ment and influence, it did not involve
quantities of troops, and it was badly
needed. Canadians undwstood the leftwing rbetorlc of Krishna Menon baause
they were familiar with its foundations
in the British Labour Party and because
they could sympatbiie with his antiAmerib
at the same time Canadians could understand the position and
principles of John Poster Dulla - after
all, there were many Calvinists and
American magazbxs in Canada.
The final chapter should give
historians tits as they trace the evolution
of Raid’s thinking. Most &his book is
based on reports sent to Ottawa in the
1950s. Two chap& were published in
the I%Os, then revised for inclusion
here. Then in 1978 Raid returned to
India for a lengthy visit. After he came
back to Canada he wrote the final
chapter, “Reconsiderations.” in which
he points out how he erred in hi estimates involving agricultural production,
population control. social equality, and
income. Not many authors have an
opportunity like @ii, and not many
would have the courage and integrity to
reassess tbelr work as completely as Rei$
doa. The final chaptei is easily the most
enjoyable and useful part of the book.
Throughout the book Reid displays
his liberalism. He returns again and
ag& to the issue of poverty.; it distresses
hjm personally, and he bebeves it is in
the interats of all countries to find a
solution. He retains ihe belief that the
solution lies in education; so&l reform,
and minority rights. His libemllsm was
jtggled @ut’not shaken) in several
instances. He is embarrassed that the
cooperation in atotic energy resulted in
India’s building a nuclear bomb. He
backs away from the conundrum preseated by better health care, which
lowen the death rate and means in turn.
that more people must compete for
food. He struggles briefly and i&feetively with the conflict between the
enlightened use of resounxs (cattle) and
freedom of religion. Nevertheless, he
retsins the optimism of the true liberal,
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and his book should provide a boost for

all those v:ho believe that man can
prevail. 0
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recommend them than the creaking of
the years: desoite their subject Imonevh
the ietters iniolving Sam& F&e a;;d.
Beau Brommel are innocent of insult,
and otherwise uotwarding.
There are outbursts that are merely
drcsscd-up expansions on the w”te”tporaty “Screw you, eh?“: “You slawy
poodle, you tike, you crapulous, puddering pipsqueak!” (Christopher Fry, in
stage dialogue); a@ “Get out, yoo
blazing ass!” (C.S. Calve& also for the

St8,&.~
There are too many spavined epitaphs
that have “othiin to do with insult, like
the footstools that fdl out pages in
Reader’s Digesr:

The Szond Eooh of Insults, by
Nancy McPhee. Van Nostrand Rei”hold, illustrated. 132 pages, S7.95 clam
(ISBP-I0 442 29668 1).
AS A ME~~BER
OF Makdiaa. a society
perhaps brst known fa its namesake
quarterly. the Iruemuliona~Journal af
Rr&zi Aggression, how could 1 resist
the temptation to draw upon its outpouring of scholarly research? With a
hudful of recorded scotn collected
painstakingly from Finns, YemeGte
Jew, Maotis, Cosradts, German doctors,
Dutch sleep-talkers, and participants i”
Australian-roles football, the apt quotation Lao fairly lcap to the tongtte. Unfortunatcly, McPhce’s book merits nothio8
so obxwe.
This slim vohtme of curse is a sequel
to McPhee’s 191s The Book cl/Iml&, .
rhich was a success in some measure.
The present attempt to meet what big
business calls a “marketing opportunity” sadly smacks of a certain
desperotio”. Not enough fiat-rate
material x=s ready to hand; devotees of
incivility are entitled by the title to
wpsct a rich harvest of invective and
im~mtive nastiness.Whether the cornpiler is entitled to sliie off the hook with
a coy “Once again I have interpreted ‘insult’ as widely as possible” is somethihing
to be aryed, especially when the width
of interpretation admits mere cuteness.
I” this fair - but only fair - selection of medal-winning pile drivers there
arc fax too many arthritic expressions
that limp attd shuffle their hour upon
the page. There are i”.Gg”Uica”t quips
- that swg form of “on-, on-, or antiwit, to vzit: “Master, mammoth
mumbler” (Robert Lowell o” Ford
Mados Ford); and “Freud Madox
Fraud” (O&err SitwU on same).
There arc) exchanges with no more to
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If you can’t distinguish between such
daptrap and genuine, memorableabuse,
then you can’t tell a fti from a
Dutchman.
Thereis also (no getting around it) too
much Nancy McPhce. In distinguished
company. the lowly compiler does best
to provide the minimum in notes and
subject hcadiogs and then get out of the
way. making noises-off Bs seldom as
possible. Apparentlychallenged by conventional wisdom, McPhee has blundered io at every opportunity with a
typewriter that ought to be registered
with the police as a deadly weapon. It is, for.example, enough to quote de
Lenclos OILthe Marquis de Sevigne: “He
has the heart of a cucumber fried in
snow.” It is too much to insist upon
introducing it with: “Cool sophlltication is at the heart of this icy insult.”
That is what’s known, in vaudeville, as
killlng a punchline. And that is McPhee
at her stylistic best; she is also given to
alliteration, or Tabloid’s Disease:
“pointed putdowns” and “contumacious cwmudgcon: To McPhee. Pinstein is the “esoteric mathematician,”
Benjamin Pmnklht is the “Philadelphia
kite-flyer,” and people who ,live in
Hollywood are “dmizw
of tinsel
town.” Less McPhee would have made a
better book, hut a smaller one. What
McPhee there is will wilt house plants.
More McPhee would be wvelc_pmcd
in
the area of research. Too many quotations disguise the object of the bard, and
the point is often lost. Usually thelmtts
are decades (eveo centuries) dead; fear
of Libelcaonot be the cause. Were these
defaced renwks contributed by readers
of Book One, and acceptedwith thanks
hut no further effort? Is that why some
of the illsuIts seem clearly no more than
jokes, meant in fun (for example, Fred
Allen’s “When Jack Benny plays the
violin, it sounds as if the stringr are still

L__.

back in the cat”)? An editor needs
research as weU as a mailbox;’the best
pan of this book may have been lostto
the postal strike.
So we don’t have scholarly depth here
(for that see Razvratnikov’s “Latent
Accusative Tendencies in the Skopje
Dialect, or Where to Go and What to
Do with It in North-Central Macedonia,” in M&dicta, Summer, 1977.
Still, we don’t have, at least, anythiig
so dreary a’sa ia0 Insults /or All t&asiom airport paperback, the kind of
junk-food assortm-ent that is flung
togcth9r to enable room-lentperature
morons to make sigos to dimebrain
pickups at the neighhourhood fern bar.
We have, despite the toxic. waste, a
literate if thitt sampling of heavy-duty
venom. There are notable selections in
evety chapter, if you look for them edpeclallyin the chapter on corrcspondence and even in the heap of epitaphs,
which is otherwise mostly upholstery. 0

By FRANK RASKY
”
Promise of hen: The Canadian
ExptotsionlsiMovement and the Idea of
Ihe West, 18564980, by Doug Owram,
University of Toronto Press, 264 pages,
$10.00 paper (ISBN 0 8024 8385 3).
Maps and Dreams: Indians and the
Britih Columbls Prott(ler, by Hugh
Bmdy, Douglas & McIntyre, 287 pages,
819.95 paper (YSBN0 88894 338 5).
The Carlboo Mblon: A Hlstoty Of
the Oblatu, by Mxgarel Whitehead.
Sono Nis Press, 142 pages, 88.95 paper
(ISBN 0 919462 91 Xl.
BACK
m 1861, a Toronto scientistnamed
Daniel VJ18sonwrote ln the Cumdkm
Journal: “It is a” old saying that Parliament can print blue books, but it is
beyond its power to make people read
them.” He was commentingon a report
by Henry Youle Hind, a’Uoiversity of
Toronto professor who had headed the
first truly scientific investigation of the
agricultural -potential of the prairie
reglop between the Red River and the
Rocky Motmtains. Hind’s report to
Parliament was of immense sigttificance.
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